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to say, Let s go see Mr. Tramlaw. and we would pour out of
his van after a long night’s drive and see what was up for sale

that day. Howmany of Adano’s friends were gifted a videotape player that
he had bought atWalmart is anybody’s guess. And how did this particular
discotmt store get to bethe number one retailer with suchabad reputation?
And what about Enron. How did the darling of the stock market become
so disreputable? Or Microsoft, where does the power come from in spite
of being the softwarecompany that people love to hate. Why was Boeing’s
CEO compelled to step down for a non-business related peccadillo? And
then there’s all the trouble for CocaCola, HP, Tyco and the list goes onand
on. What’s happening?

Corporations are entities, too, just like you and me. In fact, you
can castan astrological chart for anything that has abeginning: the birth of
your cat, the purchase of your car, your wedding, the start of a business.
When a chart is cast for a non-living entity it iscalled an event chart, and
tells us what to expect in the ‘lif̀ e’of that entity. The trick, of course, and
there’s always a trick, is to know when to cast the initial chart. For most of
the businesses mentioned above we will be using incorporation dates to
find the evidence we are looking for but in the case of WalMart we will
use theopening ofthe firststore by Samand Bud Walton inRoger, Arkansas.
The opening date is quite remarkable and leads one to think that perhaps
there was some astrological advice in hand.

But to find out why there is this trend in corruption and greed in
business, one really has to look at the chart of the United States. I use the
YorktownTreaty as the birth ofthe nation as opposed to the event chart of
the signing of the declaration since a country is comprised of individuals.
That is, the population defines the country, as opposed to an event chart of
a corporation where the business defines the work force. And this is an
important distinction. If we aregoing to use the ‘Treaty’chart of birththen
we can take some responsibility for correcting what we perceive to be
wrongs. And a cursory look at the chart shows that Pluto, the planet of
transformation, corruption, destiny, and driving ambition is currently tran-
siting through the 10”* house of business, bosses (read CEOs), govern-
ment and political party in power, national reputation and personal status.
All of these classifications are existing hot topics in the_news toda . Na-
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SUMMER CALENDA '

The
Summer Solstice find us with the 3 outer

planets, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, retrograde
as they will remain throughout this quarter.

These are transpersonal planets and they tend to set
trends. When all 3 are retrograde there probably
won’t be anything happening that is earthshakingly
surprising as we mull over what’s happening now.
There are two planetary areas of note, however.

The first is that Saturn will be moving into a
new constellation. On July 16 Saturn leaves Cancer
and goes into Leo. That is good news! Saturn in
Cancer is at its Fall, its most uncomfortable, even
malefic place. At least in Leo, the coldness of Saturn
is warmed by the fire of Leo. In the U.S. chart Saturn
changes signs in the 6th house where issues of work,
armed forces and health of the nation are concerned.
Wemight see some corrections in the army or other
servicesthat were brought to light by Saturn inCan-
cer. Health insurance will continue to rear its ugly
head with no solution coming anytime soon. In Au-

gust Saturn will make its first opposition to the U.S.
Pluto in the 12thhouse. This is a difficult transit and
often indicates self destructive energy. Since Saturn in
the US ‘natal’ chart’s 10thhouse ruling presidents,
CEOs and generals, we might expect some newswor-
thy information then. I had mentioned in the last
issue of L.C. that the spring ingress chart indicated
some problems for the President. As it turned out it
would seem that his loss of prestige and popularity is
a result of his unsuccessful bid to change the social
security system.

On the personal level Saturn here can bring
about a sense of reliability, even cautiousness, and

may put a damper onsocial matters. lt could bring
about a creative block, and responsibilities toward
children to the fore. Although Saturn will spend 2.5

years in Leo, sometimes people feel at the beginning
all the transits it will make throughout its trip.

The other interesting planetary movement is
due to Mars. Mars is currently in Aries, his home.
Here we findnatural flowing energy, ambition, inde-

pendence; or unchecked zeal and impatience for

example. But on July 29, Mars enters Taurus where
it will remain throughout the year. Mars usually only
spends 2 months in a sign, as it takes approximately 2

years tomove through the entire zodiac. But every 2

years Mars retrogrades --as itwill in October. So it’s

worthwhile to become familiar with this energy. Mars
in Taurus brings endurance and a slow and plodding
determination --but for what? Work? Possessions?
One’s own way? Obstinacy? It’s your choice. And of
course it matters where Mars is located in your per-
sonal chart. That area will be markedly important for

you for the next year, for it is where you will put your
energy.

Also, to remind you, Jupiter went direct earlier
this month and will remain in Libra through the s tun-

mer. Jupiter will move into Scorpio in October. Jupiter
is the planet of expansion, positive self-esteem and
confidence. It’s the ‘lucky’planet and being in Libra is
excellent for self-promotion, public relations and

working together in teams. lt’s currently transiting the
U.S. 9th house where it is probably responsible for

keeping our monetary policies crazy, but it can be

positive, hopefully bringing us some fiscal responsibil-
ity!

"The physical body is contained within the framework of time. When we
recognize that the who/e world is held by Mara (Maya, illusion), werealize

that ourphysical condition, too, is nothing but ourown projection.”

Where are you now
before the oxygen came in
to make you conscious?

Adano Ley Koan

Did you know that astrological consulting
is the original “Life Coaching?" The only
difference is that using astrology is objec-
tive. lt uses YOUR life direction to opti-
mize your life. lt is objective and individu-

ally based.
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3-coRPoRATEAMERICAN, conr workers, and which nowlargely sells products from China
tally, Pluto can be found in the U.S. chart in the 12”'
house where issues of enemies against the corporation,
secret dealings, and labor union problems are found.
One just has to read the headlines on Google or the
NYTimes toget daily information on these situations.
The l0“‘ house, where Pluto is now, is a public house,
so corrupt or greedy practices are coming to our atten-
tion. Toaddto the intensity, Saturn has been transiting
through the 6th house of the worker, who is feeling
stressed and agitatedby the immensely inequitablepay
scale. Saturn inthe 6”* house also defines the problem
in servicingproducts that is found inmost companies.
Outsourcing service to foreign countries fails to sat-
isfy the customer, although it pleases the stockholder
who sees this trend as saving money, which increases
the value of the stock and adds to the value of one’s
portfolio.

ASI said, we, as individuals, can do something
to make a correction, but it isn’t easy. Wewould need
to realign our sense of values away from somuch ma-
terialism toward more humanistic considerations and
put those values into the way we live our daily lives. It
would seem that sometime around 2008-2010 wewill
be forced tomake somechanges that will alter our life-
styleswhen Pluto movesinto the sign of Capricorn and
opposes Uranus.

Now let’s look at some of these controversial
M companies, beginning
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Walmart 1°°£55_ Y 17_,,5r gers attribute free en-
°“'"°“' terprise to Chiron, so if

you add that into the mix there is every reason to con-
clude that this storewould succeed and rather quickly-
which it did. But also look at the opposition between
Jupiter and Pluto. This is the clue to the full impact
that WalMart has made. Pluto is the fascist, wanting
power and control, and when inflated by Jupiter pro-
duces the possibility of megalomania, of never being
satisfied. WalMart is now the single biggest retailer in
the world! -which some say is at the expense of its
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Now for alook atEnron. Using the Re-incorpora-
tion chart, wesee a very difficult T-square involving Jupi-
ter, Saturn, the Nodes, and Chiron. This indicates prob-
lems in doing business, follow-
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down when Pluto squared its Midheaven and Nepttuie op-
posed MercLu‘y and exposed the lies.

For the last example, please look at the chart of
Microsoft’s launch date. Youwill see that there are 6plan-
ets around 22°--Sun and Mercury are in close trine to
Nepttme and sextiling Pluto, while Chiron trines Venus
and inconjunctsNeptune. These are goodbusiness aspects
and especially intense with so many planets that are af-
fected simultaneouslyby transiting planets. The bad news
is that anytimea difficult transiting planet hits thosemun-
bers Microsoft goes through a difficult period. Looking
at Saturn. transits beginning inJune, 1990, when the FTC
first launched its probe into Microsoft and consistently
since, Sattun at plus or mi-
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tiny. Moreabout corpora-
tions on my blog:
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